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Today:  

What are Corbyn and McDonnell’s main 
economic policies? 

Why would they be good for the economy and 
business? 

What more could Labour do? 

 

Comments and questions very welcome as we go 
along – ‘stop me a buy one!’ 

 



(Some of the) Big Challenges… 
Climate Change 

High and rising inequality: bad for economic growth  

Poor productivity growth 

Unbalanced economy –  sectorally, regionally 

Fourth Industrial revolution is just getting going – bg 
implications 

A decade of austerity has eaten away at social and 
capital spending 

Brexit 

 



Fact 1: Inequality is bad for growth 

• IMF: “increased inequality can erode social cohesion, 
lead to political polarization, and ultimately lower 
economic growth” 

• OECD: “Inequality hurts economic growth… 
addressing high and growing inequality is critical to 
promote strong and sustained growth and needs to 
be at the centre of the policy debate… Countries that 
promote equal opportunity for all from an early age 
are those that will grow and prosper.” 



Fact 2: Austerity damaged growth 
• Skidelsky: Consensus today is that Osborne’s 

“expansionary fiscal contraction” delayed recovery by 
at least two years.  

• Blanchflower: slowest recovery on record. 

• Cumulative effect over six years was to destroy 
productive capacity and leave households £4,000 to 
£13,000 poorer than they would have been had the 
government properly stepped into the breach.  

• PM May says ‘austerity is over’; in reality the cuts go 
on… 

• ‘A decade of cuts has eaten away at social and capital 
spending, and soured the public realm’. 



What are (some of) the Policies?  

 



Environment 

Environment 

Clean energy plan: UK sources 60% of power 
and heat from clean sources by 2030. Why? 

Need to cut C02 emission by 45% by 2030. 

Create over 400,000 skilled jobs: ‘green new 
deal’ 

(recent budget didn’t even mention climate 
change!) 

 



Ownership 

• Take back into public ownership rail, energy and 
water utilities, postal service. Why? 

• Huge amounts paid out to shareholders rather 
than invested; 

• Privatised industries effectively ‘captured’ 
regulation for own benefit; 

• Lack of effective competition. 
• The issue here is strategic control. States have a 

choice: regulate private firms or have public 
provision. 

• Lower costs for economy AND anchor institution 
role eg training 
 



Ownership 

• Bring back in house privately-funded public 
infrastructure contracts. Why? 

• PFI and PPPs  – hugely expensive. 

• AND Consultation on how to ‘democratize’ 
public sector: how publicly owned companies 
should be run and how to balance different 
interests (consumers, workers, etc.) in 
democratic procedures. 

 



Fiscal Policy 
• Labour: take 5 years to close deficit on day-to-day 

spending (current  deficit) only. Why? 

• Austerity damage. 

• Capital spending is excluded: ‘Fiscal Credibility 
Rule’ designed to ensure it only borrows to invest 
in capital projects which will, over time, pay for 
themselves. 

• Committed to make sure that government debt is 
falling at the end of five years in power. 

• Govt Bond Yields low – good time to borrow to 
invest to boost productive capacity of economy. 

 



Tax 
• 45p rate for earners over ₤ 80,000 

• Top 5% of earners will be taxed more heavily: 50% tax 
on earnings above ₤123,000 pounds.  

• ‘Fat Cats levy’: firms to face “Excessive Pay Levy” if they 
pay an employees more than ₤330,000 per year. 

• Corporation tax would increase in annual increments to 
26%, but smaller businesses would pay less tax. 

• Tax on financial transactions; raise ₤4.7bn? 

• Belief it can raise ₤6.5 to ₤6.8 billion a year by 
clamping down on tax avoidance and evasion. 

• British Social Attitudes survey: 60% of voters think 
taxes should be higher. 

 



Investment 
• £250bn ‘national transformation fund’: costs will be funded 

through capital borrowing. Housing, infrastructure, 5G… 

• National Investment Bank (NIB) & network of regional 
development banks to tackle banking failure, provide 
longer-term funding for small and medium-sized firms.  

• NIB to be funded with an initial £20bn (equity issue bought 
by govt, funded by bond sales). >10yrs, NIB issue bonds 
annually to expand its balance sheet to £250bn. 

• NIB lend at discounted rates to other banks, selected for 
their past lending performance, understanding of the NIB 
aims, standards of corporate governance.  

• Move parts of the Bank of England to Birmingham? 

• “People’s Quantitative Easing” – not in 2017 manifesto. 



Corbyn: 

‘Bankers like Morgan Stanley should not run our 
country but they think they do…  

So when they say we’re a threat, they’re right: 
We’re a threat to a damaging and failed system 
that is rigged for the few’. 

 



Workers’ Rights 
• End zero hours contracts 
• Introduce real living wage of £10 an hour 
• Scrap anti-trade union laws 
• Employee/Inclusive Ownership Funds: Transfer 10% of equity 

in all British firms with over 250 employees into worker-
owned and -controlled funds over the next ten years.  

• Cover 11m workers. 
• IOF would pay out annual dividends up to £500 and retain 

the remainder as a “social dividend” to support public 
services and reduce inequality. 

• Give workers ability to elect a third of the board in large firms 
• Doesn’t cover small businesses 
• “Right to own”  - give workers a right of first refusal when 

privately listed companies are being floated, sold, or closed. 



Industrial Strategy 

• ‘Green New Deal’ 

• Infrastructure investment 

• Target of 3% GDP spent on R&D by 2030 

• Supply Chains 

• National Education Service 

• Procurement 

• Capping energy costs and invest in public energy 

• Strategic industry councils 

• Takeover policy? 



Where we could be more ambitious… 
Robert Solow: Among ‘things we can do… ‘democratising the 
ownership of wealth is perhaps the most obvious’.  
Reversing concentration of wealth and income, or restoring 
an economy whose people can “pay their way” without 
having to take on more and more debt: 
• Shift more towards wealth taxes – eg Land Value Tax? 
• Rewire the financial system; eg Local Govt Pension Funds 
 Sovereign Wealth Fund? 

• Foster ‘econo-diversity’: mutuals, PLCs, credit unions, state 
banks.. 

• Life long education, training, retraining 
• Minimum income guarantee? 
• More active industrial strategy -  eg takeovers 
• Separate utility banking from speculative banking 

 
 



 

 

Thanks for listening. 

Over to you! 
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